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REVIEW
TEXTBOOK OF MIEDICINE. Eldited by J. J. Conybeare, MI.C., D.M. (Oxon),
F.R.C.P., Physician to Guy's Hospital, London. Sixth Edition. Edinburgh:
E. & S. Livingstone. Price 28s.
IN his preface to the sixth edition, Dr. Conybeare states that 'one of the greatest problems of the
editor of a textbook with numerous contribUtors is to prevent a p)rogressive inicrease in the size
of the book with successive editions." Cotmparison of the fir-st ed(ition published in 1929 shows
that he has not entirely succeeded in preventing such an increase; the origiinal bo1)0k was the work
of ten collaborators in 947 pages; eighteen have contribute d 1,123 p)ages in tlle latest edition. It
can be justly claimed, how%ever, that the book retains its admiiirable qualities of brevity and clear-ness.
Every section is written in simple English, in short sentences, and with scarcely anl unnecessary
word. The older reader may at times regret that the wvriter has ratioiled the fruits of his wvisdom
and experience, and one at least regrets that the excellent account of acidosis and alkalosis which
appeared in earlier editions has been omitted, doubtless because it pertains to physiology and
biochemistry rather than to clinical medicine. The following sections have been rewritten:
Tropical Diseases, Vitamins, Tuberculosis, Diabetes, and Polyneuritis; nexv inatter has been
added on several other subjects. Nevertheless there is the danger thait the student may not realize
howv much is left unsaid. It is easy for a reviewer Xvho has never essayed so formidable a task
to make suggestions, but here are two, made very tentatively and with gr-eat respect first, that
a short account of the history of a disease, even in small print, might precede its description ; and,
secondly, that at the end of each section, or by footnote, the earnest student might be given
specific instructions as to where to ask for more.
"Conybeare" has established itself as a standard textbook, and well deserves the high reputation
it has achieved by six editions in fourteen years.
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